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About This Game

The planet is being attacked and it will take a bodaciously bad-ass cursor pilot to blast the scum to whence it came! Dodge, dip,
duck, click and point your way to glory in the most gnarly retro-arcade death trap that you are likely to ever play! Point Perfect
will put that "I'm a real PC gamer" attitude to the ultimate test and might make you cry a little in the process. But fear not young

pilot, because with great challenge comes even greater glory and nerdy bragging rights! For a select few it will even mean
graduating from the prestigious Point Perfect University of Aeronautics. Which of course includes a printable diploma that you
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can hang on your wall to make Mom proud!

Features

Procedurally generated levels means no game is quite the same!

Over 20 bosses that can evolve new attacks and patterns for you to adapt.

24 trophies to unlock as well as a secret game mode.

Get trolled! Point Perfect will test you to the limit and make fun of you if you fail!

Steam achievements

Trading cards
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Title: Point Perfect
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Publisher:
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ITS GOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
BUT NOT AS MUCH AS HUMAN CONDITIONS
. UPDATE: I'm over 26 hours of game time with this now and still enjoying it. I just unlocked Chapter 2. It took me that long to
finish 15 missions from chapter 1, but there was a bit of grinding by replaying the old levels to gear up my weapons and armor.
There are currently 3 chapters in the game with a total of 10 chapters once it's out of Early Access. I would have to say this is
easily worth the $30 asking price considering the amount of game time it offers. Don't be put off by the cash shop. It's only
there for people with deep pockets that want to level up faster or want to buy cosmetic items. You absolutely do not need to buy
anything to complete the game.

I have played this for a couple of hours and here are my early impressions.

Positives:
+ For an indie game the graphics are really good. It holds up well with other high profile games. It is pretty much how I imagine
and want an ARPG to look like in VR.
+ Addicting gameplay. The RPG elements gives you a reason to keep playing longer to level up your hero and to upgrade your
weapons and armor.
+ I like the Cool finisher when an enemy is almost dead. that's similar to the God of War games on the Playstation 4.
+ There are Treasure goblins that you can kill for loot like in Diablo 3.

Negatives:
- Movement running is too slow when in town. I wish there was a way to dash or run faster as everything is a bit spread out.
- I Hate the insults from the NPCs (so many indie developers do this, and it makes the game feel like it's made for children). It's
a cheap way to provoke emotions like excessive jump scares in horror movies and games. It breaks the story telling immersion
in every game because I always roll my eyes thinking about how amateur these devs are.
- You are asked to confirm every time you want to close the menu or back out of a shop\/quest menu. It's very annoying and
unnecessary.
- The voice acting is not that great. It didn't seem so bad in the trailer but ingame there's just a lot of over acting.
- This game is better played with a traditional controller. You can use the Vive and Touch controllers but it doesn't feel
comfortable holding 2 controllers when you don't have virtual hands in a ARPG VR game.
- I don't mind micro-transactions in games if they are for cosmetic items, but I hate when games are made purposely for you to
grind so that you are encourage to buy items to progress faster.
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Overall I am enjoying this and would recommend playing it in VR because it feels so immersive. But as a 2D flat-screen game I
would pass. As for the item shop I do not plan on paying for anything with real money, grinding be damned.. A brilliantly
complex game. An excellent space warfare sim with a very high level of customization and control. Players even get to make
their own ship designs. :) The developers are still actively maintaining and improving it too.. i couldn't get pass " enter a name" it
doesn't matter what i enter as a name it might be "dsadbias" or whatever and it doesn't matter cause nothing happens upon
clicking the stupid "yes" button. Great ending to one of the best Choice of Games series out there. The challenges you face in
the game are fresh, unique, and creative. The choices you make, from the beginning of the first book to this last one all
significantly affect the final outcome. It has some surprising twists and tense moments. Herofall also gives the whole trilogy
huge replay value because of all of the possible endings.

My only complaint is that some of the relationship scenes seem forced, which is minimal compared to everything else Herofall
does right. If you're a fan of Choice of Games, have played any of the previous games in the trilogy, or are just looking for a
good eBook type game, definitely pick this up.. Originally, when I picked up the game in the recent steam sale I figured it'd be
another one of those games at the bottom of the  pecking order. However, much to my surprise, Pigeons Attack is a
wonderfully entertaining game.

In its premise the game is simple; run, kill, and survive your way through relentless flights of Pigeons whilst
purchasing upgrades along the way. And yet despite the games simplicity, the developers have managed to create an
entertaining and immersive experience.

To up the anti, the game does also feature a progressive system, similar to the likes of Call of Duty Zombies, wherein
each round becomes harder and moves at a faster pace. New enemies are introduced, more pigeons spawn, and with
more health - making it much harder to survive. Therefore, you must be at your  beak performance in order to survive.

Both online, coop, and local coop options are available offering versatility depending on your preferred play style,
however, I have not yet managed to find a game online with other players. Although, this is probably due to the small
amount of players opposed to any matchmaking issues.

Overall, Pigeons Attack is a fun, unique, quirky game and for the price; I would definitely advise the purchase. The
only qualm for myself would be the low drop rate for health potions in juxtaposition with the other drops. It would be
nice to see the drop rate increased to promote the longevity of the games.

Additionally, I would personally like to see the coop survival mechanics altered. Currently, if your friend \/ teammate is
downed and doesn't get revived in time the game ends. Personally, I would much prefer a feature whereby the person
who downed is eliminated from the game until the following round providing the other survivors survive.
. quot;... COO! (...Okosan WILL bring True Pudding back to that God forsaken world! A world without pudding is a
hellish nIghtmare!)"
-Okosan, 2014

But in all seriousness, I do enjoy the game so much :3c All the options of attacks available to you are wonderful. And
the biggest kicker to this is YUKI SUMMONING SHIFU ROBOT LIKE A GODDAMN PERSONA!!! I'd like that
Yuki as well for 100% OJ pls.. Great old game to pass a few hours.
Only, this was 75% off normal selling price back in 2011. Games like these should be atleast, free to download.. I'm
having a blast. We were wondering which game we should play at a LAN party and we decided to buy this game for 25
cents. BEST. 25. CENTS. EVER. The controls are clunky and the game is a bit unstoppable but the gameplay is really
great! Can't wait for the sequel!. Interface is clunky and insufficient. There are no tool tips while playing that are
useable. NOTHING connects to anything. There is no realism here. Oxygen and water and power magically connect to
everything. NO airlocks just buildings dropped in crates until done. You can just Just drop pods and click away until
you produce what you need. You can't set production you have to click each item one time for one umnit. THAT grew
tedious fast. For all of it's faults, Sol 0 at $6 is far superior and Planetbase, which I own, is the king of builders in
space. You may get some enjoyment out of this game but I found little to enjoy. At this point I cannot recommend.
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Classic Fun. Although it might become a bit boring and repetitive, its a simple game where i always go to when i don't know
what game to play. Mirror Angels Paradise is a very fun game that I can see myself sinking some time into. Pretty difficult but
not impossible. Runs well and looks nice. Has a strong arcade field to it. My ONLY complaint is binding keys doesnt work, but
that can probably be fixed.

Also I got slice, realm, and chaos all on the first 6 floors and felt like a god damn baller.

8\/10. Help Santa help you.. Funk, time just flies, huh?

I finished this about a month ago (after owning it for a couple months), and it's a captivating game! However, life had other
plans for me, much like it did for the protagonist of Ninja Outbreak, stranded in a lab after an experiment gone wrong. Such a
typical story, especially when it involves work towards creating supersoldiers, right?

Yet what's interesting about this game is how it plays into a low-fi survival horror-esque style and gives you the tools to fight
back. Not only that, but where it tries, and succeeds most effectively to some degree at creating this survival horror tension, is
through the ninjas' unusual ability to silence everything as they approach, complemented by their use of smoke bombs to largely
knock out two of your senses.

Two senses one relies on so heavily in a game, just ripped away from them completely, with the only hope of survival being to lash
out till they see some spark of contact and reestablish their orientation in the world. At times, it's both an unnerving and swiftly
satisfying sense, almost of catching an object before it hits the ground, when you pierce the ninjas' ambush and strike back against
them.

All things considering, it is this frequent sense of overcoming the odds that perhaps makes the game the most enjoyable, even as one
may get a tad turned around at times in the labs. Speaking of getting turned around, what's most important to remember is that you 
don't need to thoroughly scour the labs before setting off to face the final boss, despite the game cautioning you to be prepared
before going forward. So long as you have more than a single clip of ammo left in whichever weapons\/gadgets you have, and
some food, you should be fairly good to move ahead.

What simply moving ahead also ensures is that, should you wish to revisit the game, there's absolutely more to find, such as hidden
ninja hearts that I imagine may do something more when all are acquired, but I couldn't find all of in my first playthrough (due to
also missing some weaponry\/gadgets that may have opened more paths).

Finally, I haven't mentioned this until now, because I wanted all of the above to guide you to whether or not you may want to pick
this up, but this is definitely a semi-sequel to the developer's previous work, Venusian Vengeance. I say semi-sequel, because you
can easily play this without ever playing Venusian Vengeance and, I believe, enjoy it as much, if not more. The reason's simple: the
gameplay styles are totally different, with Venusian Vengeance being a faster paced shoot'em up, and Ninja Outbreak being a
slower paced, survival horror-esque game.

That said, what's probably most interesting about these games is observing just how different they are from one another. Venusian
Vengeance feels more drawn out & distanced from what one is doing across Venus, whereas Ninja Outbreak feels drawn into &
intimate to the aftermath of things gone wrong (as one would hope, given the game's focus!). In some respects it's almost like, say, if
Bungie hadn't been pushed ahead to make Halo 2, were more experimentally minded, and instead had doubled down into the brief
horror aesthetic of Halo's Flood levels, except from the perspective of a rookie soldier that first encountered the Flood alongside his
troop, only to see them get wiped out & try to make the best of a terrible situation.

Nobody would expect that coming from the more guns blazing style of Halo 1, and that's roughly speaking what Ninja Outbreak is
like following Venusian Vengeance. Guns blazing, to carefully scraping by & doing what one can to overcome supersoldiers gone
wrong. Thankfully, Ninja Outbreak makes the stylistic transition rather well, and in a number of ways is all the more interesting
for it, so do give it a look on its own, but also don't hesitate to check out Venusian Vengeance as well!

Both are short, and well worth it!. Multi doesn\u00b4t work
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